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Brickman Brando Bubble Boom 

 

A shantytown on fire. Funky blaring. 

The crisis in the mortgage system. 

Victorian England. Nests, burrows, 

caves and mansions. 42,879 

foreclosures in Spain in 2011. 

Brickland. The horror. A banker 

smiling. A builder smiling. 

Homesickness. Much video. Much 

more live video. Tahitian paradises. 

The right to housing. The right to have 

air conditioning. The right to have a 

plasma TV. España va bien. And 

Marlon Brando performing John 

Brickman. Neither more nor less. 

 

Agrupación Señor Serrano presents 

Brickman Brando Bubble Boom, a 

stage biopic on the life of Sir John 

Brickman, a visionary constructor and 

entrepreneur, who inspired the first 

mortgage system in history. But also a 

stage biopic on Marlon Brando’s life, a 

savage actor on a quest for a home. 

As well, a claim for homes against 

market rules.  
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What’s going on The title of the show advances the 

triple dramatic line that of Brickman 

Brando Bubble Boom: 

 

The story of the life of Brickman is 

presented as a fictional documentary 

which tells the vicissitudes of John 

Brickman, a child born in a shanty 

painted blue that managed to become 

the largest builder of England, that 

built a large mansion, that participated 

in the establishment of international 

mortgage, but ended his days alone 

and sad, locked in a room of his 

palace, living in a shanty painted blue 

that he built inside his mansion, like a 

sarcophagus. 
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Marlon Brando's life is presented, 

however, as an actual documentary 

which doesn’t focus in his acting 

career, but as a person who sought all 

his life to find a home without ever 

finding it. Marked by a dysfunctional 

childhood, Brando spent a lifetime 

trying to fill the void left by that 

experience: either by buying 

mansions, colonizing Tahitian islands 

or living in the homes of friends. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bubble Boom ... The economic crisis 

that surrounds us is having a 

devastating effect on many families. In 

Spain, this crisis has been particularly 

fierce in the real estate sector. Today 

we find two contrasting and terrifying 

realities: on one hand, a massive 

eviction of families for unpaid 

mortgages and on the other some 

estimations claiming that Spain has 

two million empty homes. We face this 

situation by stepping back, diving into 

what home means to man, reveilling 

how it has been commercialized and 

spectacularized to finish as commodity 

in a market structure that leaves 

nothing outside its Monopoly game of 

interest and influences. 
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The house 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

During the show, the performers build 

a house on stage. As simple as direct. 

While they build it, the walls of the 

construction work as screens for the 

video projections performed in real 

time. A house, a toy, an object, a 

product, a home.  
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The trick 

 

Brickman Brando Bubble Boom is 

a piece where the story is told directly 

to the audience. The stage is set as a 

dance hall where two stories are 

woven together to build a single 

drama. Brickman presents elements 

that play in three coordinates of scale. 

The micro-scale element is the 

miniature world where Brickman and 

Brando’s story is played. The 

intermediate scale is embodied by the 

performers who become manipulators 

and storytellers of the action that 

operates as a sweeping movement, as 

a minimalist choreography. And finally, 

the macro-projections on the house 

walls of this micro-world, the actions 

of the performers and some external 

materials, make the macro-world.  

 

 

 

These projections propose some 

evolutions in innovative techniques 

such as mapping, live modification of 

images or the use of decontextualized 

iconic images of media culture. 
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The team 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Original idea: Àlex Serrano and Pau 

Palacios 

Creation and performance: Diego 

Anido, Àlex Serrano, Pau Palacios, 

Jordi Soler and Marlon Brando 

Executive producer and direction 

assistant: Barbara Bloin 

Creation and technology development: 

Martí Sánchez-Fibla 

Lighting: cube.bz 

Architect: Pau Vidal 

Music and sound design: 

Roger Costa Vendrell and Diego Anido 

Mouvement: Diego Anido 

Dramaturgist: Ferran Dordal 

Costumes and set design assistant: 

Núria Manzano 

Project advisor: Víctor Molina 

 

Management: Art Republic 
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Our friends for this project 

 

Brickman is an Agrupación Señor 

Serrano and Centre d’Arts 

Escèniques de Terrassa (CAET) 

production which premiered on the 5th 

of October 2012 at de CAET’s Festival 

TNT. 

The project has the support of the 

Oficina de Suport a la Iniciativa 

Cultural de la Generalitat de 

Catalunya, of a Beca a la creación 

del Consell Nacional de la Cultura 

i de les Arts (CoNCA), Institut 

Ramon Lull, an Ayuda a la 

Creación Dramatúrgica en 

residencia de Iberescena and a 

Bourse Odyssée of the french 

Ministry of Culture for non-French 

artists that create part of their projects 

in France. 

 

 

 

 

The project has been created in some 

residencies: two residencies at the 

Centre National des Écritures du 

Spectacle (CNES) in La Chartreuse 

(Avignon, France), another one in the 

Centro Culturale Connection in 

Bressanone (Italy) and a last one in 

El Graner - Mercat de les Flors in 

Barcelona. 

Some dramaturgic and technologic 

resources have been developed in a 

workshop taught by Àlex Serrano at 

the Biennale di Venezia and in 

another one organized by the 

UNESCO’s International Theatre 

Institute in Shanghai where Pau 

Palacios participated. 
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The media say... 
 
Brickman Brando Bubble Boom 
 
 
“This inventive production uses various, seemingly incompatible materials — film clips, sheets of 
plastic foam, Monopoly sets — to create a D.I.Y. history show. Form and content converge felicitously 
throughout “Brickman Brando Bubble Boom,” whose title reflects not only its subject but also its 
blithely explosive rhythm. The production also provides an unforgettable hands-on example of how 
easy it is to build and destroy a house sized for human habitation. Now that’s what I call 
deconstruction.” 

Ben Brantley, The New York Times 
 
 
“The avant-garde performing arts company Señor Serrano struck audiences and critics in Rio de 
Janeiro with its peculiar show. Projections, styrofoam sheets, sequences of classic films, cardboard 
scale-models, maps, an ukulele and a lot of humor are some of the main elements of this innovative, 
dynamic and surprising work that spots some uncomfortable connections between ambition and 
rampant consumerism and human unhappiness and loneliness. Constant break up of any premise 
about formats and genres, fun experimentation, simplicity in the form but deep social and existential 
burden are some of the keys to success of this increasingly international theater company." 
 
Germán Aranda, www.elmundo.es 
 

“Everybody wants a house, but only a few find a home. This sentence is the key to an impressive 
visual show about the search for a home. It's fantastic to see how the performers build a house on 
stage, with its walls and ceiling, and how the performers play with it spinning as if it were a toy. The 
combination of projections, film scenes, texts and rhythmically hypnotic music make BBBB a versatile, 
rare, beautiful and moving show.”  
 
Kester Freriks, www.theaterkrant.nl 
 
 
“Agrupación Señor Serrano implementing its style, technique and philosophy of doing performing arts, 
has once again hit the mark. Brickman Brando Bubble Boom is a story where any resemblance to 
reality is not purely coincidental. The show captures the drama of housing and poverty suffered by 
many people today crudely, with humour (and respect) and with a lot of rhythm. Much has been said 
and will be about the housing crisis, mortgages and evictions that when we see a different, effective 
and critic way to do it, it is appreciated.”  
 
Toni Polo, www.recomana.cat 
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Agrupación Señor Serrano 
 
 

Founded by Àlex Serrano in Barcelona in 2006, Agrupación Señor Serrano is a theatre company 

that creates original productions based on stories drawn from contemporary times. The company 

uses the richness of innovative and vintage tools to extend the boundaries of its theater. Based on 

creative collaborations, Señor Serrano’s productions blend stage performance, text, video, sound, 

and scale models to stage stories about discordant aspects of today’s human experience. The 

company productions premiere and tour mostly internationally.  

 

Agrupación Señor Serrano gestates and premieres original intermedia productions using the 

company’s three-stage creative model: Devising of Contents, Dispositive Conception, and Editing 

and Rehearsal. Creators involved in each work share their primary creative skill sets with one 

another over the course of the process. This exchanging of abilities empowers each member of the 

group and consequently the company’s project.   

 

The company has received support and recognition from several institutions like GREC Festival de 

Barcelona, Instituto Nacional de las Artes Escénicas y de la Música, Agencia Española de 

Cooperación Internacional para el Desarrollo, Consell Nacional de la Cultura i de les Arts, 

Departament de Cultura de la Generalitat, Centre d’Arts Escèniques de Terrassa, Ministère de la 

Culture et de la Communication or Hexagone Scène Nationale Arts et Sciences – Meylan among 

others. Its creative processes include international residency centers like La Chartreuse – Centre 

National des Écritures du Spectacle, La Fabrique de Théâtre or Monty Kultuurfaktorij.  

 

At present, Agrupación Señor Serrano’s core is composed by Àlex Serrano (artistic director), Pau 

Palacios (content manager) and Barbara Bloin (production manager). Besides them, for each 

production the company has counted on the essential collaboration of a cross-disciplinary and 

variable creative team. Over the years, many creators have joined the company’s projects, leaving 

a durable mark: Diego Anido, Ferran Dordal, Jordi Soler, Alberto Barberá, Roger Costa Vendrell, 

Nuria Manzano, Alexandra Laudo, Jofre Carabén, Martí Sánchez-Fibla, Claudia Solano Watson, 

Gabriel Parés, Maria de la Cámara, Isabel Franco, Ester Forment, Susana Gómez or Josep Maria 

Marimon among many others. 

 

On August 3, 2015, Agrupación Señor Serrano was awarded the Silver Lion at the Venice 

Biennale. In addition to this recognition, the company has regularly won awards both nationally 

and internationally and has received rave reviews in media such as The New York Times, Folha de 

Sao Paulo, Tiempo Argentino or El País among others.   
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Productions and awards 

 

2017 Ciutat de Barcelona Award for Theatre (Spain).  

 

2016 Birdie GREC Festival de Barcelona (Spain). 

  Barcelona Critics Prize 2016, New Trends. Barcelona (Spain). 

 

2015 Silver Lion from the Venice Theatre Biennale (Italy). 

  FAD Sebastià Gasch Award, Barcelona (Spain). 

 

2014 A House in Asia GREC Festival de Barcelona (Spain). 

 Barcelona Critics Prize 2014, New Trends. Barcelona (Spain). 

 Award of the president of the Moravian-Silesian Region Miroslav Novák, Spectaculo 

Interesse Festival. Ostrava (Czech Republic). 

 

2012 Brickman Brando Bubble Boom Festival TNT, Terrassa (Spain). 

Award for the Most Innovative Show, International Dance and Theatre Fair 2013. 

Huesca (Spain).  

 

2011  Katastrophe Festival TILT, Perpignan (France). 

Wojciech Olejnik Award and Jury’s Special Prize to the Most Creative Show, PIHT 

Festival. Warsaw (Poland). 

Jury's Special Prize of Banialuka Festival 2012. Bielsko Biala (Poland). 

 

2010 Memo Festival TNT, Terrassa (Spain). 

Prize for Best Mise-en-scène project 2010 of Institut del Teatre. Barcelona (Spain). 

 

2009  Immut Adriantic, Barcelona (Spain). 

 

2008  Contra.Natura L’Estruch, Sabadell (Spain). 

 Award for the Best Performing Arts Project 2007. Lleida (Spain). 

Artefacto Festival PNRM, Olot (Spain). 

 

2007   Europa Festival Temporada Alta, Girona (Spain). 

 

2006  Mil Tristes Tigres Neo Festival, Barcelona (Spain). 

 Award for the Most Innovative Show, International Dance and Theatre Fair 2007. 

Huesca (Spain).  
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Company members CV 

 

Àlex Serrano Tarragó has got a degree in Industrial Design, an MBA, a master on Interactive 

Communication and also a degree in Stage Direction. In 1998 he establishes Tangent Audiovisual, 

a supplier company of audiovisual and multimedia contents. In 2002 he creates Areatangent, a 

contemporary creation platform. In 2006, he quits the company and founds the Agrupación Señor 

Serrano. Àlex Serrano holds workshops and seminars regularly. In 2011 he has been invited to 

hold the workshop Live video for stage directors in the Biennale di Venezia.  

 

Pau Palacios Pozuelo (Barcelona, 1977) began studying Political Science at a university, but 

ended up graduating in Sociology in another. After finishing his studies he worked as executive 

producer and road manager at the Teatre Lliure in Barcelona until 2005. That same year he moved 

to Lisbon, where he flirted with video-art. Since 2006, he is a dramatist and a performer of 

Agrupación Señor Serrano. He currently lives in the Alps, in the Italian Tyrol. He is the author of 

the novel Furioso reloj (Editorial Tria, 2012). 

 

Barbara Bloin has a DEA in Performing Arts with a distinction on Theatre from the University of 

Besançon (2005) and another in Performing Arts at the Autonomous University of Barcelona 

(2008). In 2003 he moved to Barcelona where she is currently studying a PhD in Performing Arts. 

In September 2005 she joined the Institut del Teatre (Barcelona’s Theatre Academy). In 2007, 

after collaborating with Ricard Salvat at the AIET, she began working with the Agrupación Señor 

Serrano as executive producer and assistant director. 
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Last shows 

A House in Asia Premiere 10.07.2014 at GREC Festival de Barcelona 

 

The house where Geronimo is hiding in Pakistan. An exact copy of that house in a 
military base in North Carolina. A third twin house in Jordan, where a film is shot. The 
largest manhunt in history. A Sheriff obsessed with a white whale. The boy band Take 
That drilling for a historic mission. Cowboys and Indians. Airplanes and beers. Copies, 
reflections, imitations and cheeseburgers. 

Through its trademark language (scale models, video projections, video editing in real 
time and willing performers) Agrupación Señor Serrano presents a scenic western 
where reality and its copies are mixed, drawing a merciless pop portrait of the decade 
following 9/11 that gave way to the XXI century. Come and see. 

 
BBBB Premiere 05.10.2012 at Festival TNT in Terrassa 

 England. Nests, burrows, caves and mansions. 42,879 foreclosures in Spain in 2011. 
Brickland. The horror. A banker smiling. A builder smiling. Homesickness. Much video. 
Much more live video. Tahitian paradises. The right to housing. The right to have air 
conditioning. The right to have a plasma TV. Spain va bien. And Marlon Brando 
performing John Brickman. Neither more nor less.  

Agrupación Señor Serrano presents Brickman Brando Bubble Boom, a stage biopic 
on the life of Sir John Brickman, the largest builder of nineteenth-century England, and 
a visionary man who inspired the first mortgage system in history. But also a stage 
biopic on Marlon Brando’s life, the savage actor in a quest for a home. And more: a 
vindication of homes against market rules. 

  
 

Katastrophe Premiere TILT Festival (Perpignan) March 2011 

 Four performers, eleven scaled models and hundreds of gummy bears create the world 
of Katastrophe: a stupid fable about human civilization, focused on disasters. In this 
context, the gummy bears suffer earthquakes, oil spills, wars and extermination. 
Everything is performed live through chemical experiments and subversive actions. 
Around the stage, three large screens immerse the audience in this pop world of 
chaos, game and destruction. Katastrophe questions the difference between a natural 
catastrophe, a 'natural’ catastrophe caused by man and a human catastrophe. Or to 
put it simply, if deaths provoqued by a tsunami are comparable to those caused by a 
radioactive leak, or to those produced by an atomic bomb. We have a very clear idea 
about that. 

 
Katastrophe is nourished by the performing language that defines Agrupación Señor 
Serrano: performance, dance, physical theater, video in scene and interactive 
technologies.  
 

Contra.Natura Premiere Estruch Sabadell November 2008 // Temporada Alta Festival 2009 

 

Performed by an actor and a dancer, Contra.Natura is a multidisciplinary play that, 
taking as a basis the language of the physical and the visual theatre, integrates 
elements from other art disciplines, such as dance, performance, and art installation.  

Nature is imposing, unyielding, changing; it does not act according to any plan, it 
simply develops as a balance of forces. We have built our identity as species through a 
constant opposition to these overwhelming forces by means of a resolute 
creative/cultural action. Thus, we try to overcome our anxiety for the erasing power of 
Nature through a persistent fight against oblivion, against extinction. But all efforts are 
pointless, the battle is lost, because one day there will be nothing left of us.  

Therefore, let’s imagine the end. The last two human beings, a woman and a man. 
Sterile. Surrounded for all the human creation, our objects, our ideas. And obsessed 
for one only thing: to pass on to someone all this creation in order to save humanity 
from Cosmos silent oblivion. Pass it on. Yes. But... to whom? 
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Contact 

www.srserrano.com 

President of the Republic 
Àlex Serrano 
alex@srserrano.com 

Prime minister 
Pau Palacios 
pau@srserrano.com 

Chief of Staff 
Barbara Bloin 
barbara@srserrano.com 
+34 610073182 
skype: agrupacionsrserrano 

Foreign Affairs 
Art Republic 
Iva Horvat & Elise Garriga 
info@artrepublic.es 
+34 615 271 632 

Ambassador in Italy 
Ilaria Mancia 
ilariamancia@gmail.com 
+39 3356645760 
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